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Chapter I 
LTJ.troducti on 
The purpose of this study vras to evaluate a planned 
progrrun in word analysis as it af~ects the 
1. Phonetic analysis 
2. Reading achievment 
'-.. 
3· Spelling achievment 
of third rade pupils. 
Two groups of' children .,rere involved in t his stud~,.. One 
g roup 1:-ras given specialized phonetic train.ing and t..h.e other 
group was g iven no special emphe..sis in this a.rea . 
Ed·ward W. Dolch 1 says , 
Arthur I. 
To be good reader a child must be able to 
sound out new words. A child may increase his 
vocabulary by sight methods but sooner or later 
he will have to a ttack new \Yords by himself . 
2 Gates says, 
The abilities to see similarities and differ-
ences among words; to identify letters, phone-
grams and s yllables in words; t.o translate these 
letters or letter combinations into sounds; and 
to combli1e these visual elements or sound units 
i.TJ.to ·whole word forms have long been recogniz:ed 
as useful reading s!{:i.lls. 
It "Vrould appear i'rom the above that a planned program in 
- vrord a.n..alysis would be vmrthy of experimentation. 
lt--=--r-___;D;o..o;:;.;l=.c.-h-, Ed'l.'laJ."'d Vl., Teaching Prirna.r:l: Reading. Champaign, 
1/ Illi.TJ.ois: The Garra"l"'d Press, 1941. 
I 
P . 240 
 Gates, Arthur I., Interest and Abilitv in Reading . 
,'-; --:::-g_""/--=== New York: The d"a.cMillan Co., 1930. 
II P . 200 
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Chapter II 
Plan of' Study 
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Statement of' the Problem: 
Chapter II 
Plan of' Study 
====-===-=-- _[ --- --
Th e pur ..:.•ose of this study was to evaluc te a pla:n..ned 
program i n vmrd analysis as it affects the phonetic ability, 
-
r eadi ng achievment and spelling achievment of third grade 
pupils. 
The planned program i ncluded :fifty lessons giving practice 
in begi:ro.ning consonants, beginning and endi ng blends, word 
elements, long and short vowels and rhyming words . The 
lessons involved ·work in these areas on both the second and 
third grade levels. The exercises gave opportu..nity for 
p ractice in visual and in auditory discrimination. The 
lesson plans were va.ried, some ora]_ and some v-~ritten. 'any 
of t h e lessons were done on m~~eographed sheets distrubuted 
to the children, ·while others were done :fr om directions 
on the blackboard. ThTa.ny games wer e used to stimulate t h e 
interest of the children. 
Th e p la:n.ned program began on Decewber 5, 1949 and con-
tinued :for a ten week period endi ng February 17, 1950. 
Ten minutes a day were allotted to phonetic analysis work, 
the particular exerc ises being taken from works by Fossal, 
Sullivan, Ki ernan, Kelley and O' Leary. E _erc ises l'rere 
1 Geach, Ellen r ... , Fossa, Mal"'Y T" , Sullivan, Eleanor E., 
1- 1/ ""ier-nan, Helen, Kelley, Priscilla I,I., 0 1Lee.ry, 
¥ 11 - Kathleen u. , "Exercises :for \'lord Anal ys is i n Grades 
II 
II and III" Unpublished Service Paper, Boston 
University , 1949 • 
. . · ~· ~-~ =~-==--=o-== ·~==--= 
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. 1 ! - also taken from works by Sm~ th • 
I
I: 
The Background: 
This study took place in a large industrial city in 
eastern ~lassachusetts. The mental age of the children was 
I determined by the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test for 
Ill 2 Grade III • 
II 
I 
Table I shows the Inean chronological and mental ages. 
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Table I 
Mean Chronological and Mental Ages 
I Group No. C.A. Mean S .D. M.A.Mean S.D. 
10. 14 104 . 5 11.55 36 10'1. r:J ... 
.., " 
1 Experimental 
I 
~ ~ ntrol __ 3.2.._ 100.'62 z.gJ - J.Q7_~-~~--
-- --·--
5 .•. 22 4 ~ 
I
! The mean chronological age for the control group was 
100. 62 months compared with 105.51 for the experimental 
1',· 
group. The mean mental age for the control group 107.22 
I 
I 
1 months compared with 104.5: for the experimental . This 
I 
showed the experimental group to be a little below average 
·II mentally and the control group to be above average. 
, /I Three- fifths of these children were of Italian descent. 
1', In the experimental group there were eleven girls and 
I twenty- five boys making a total of thirty- six children. ,, . In 
the control group there were twenty-three girls and sixteen 
boys making a total of thirty- nine children . 
-.,--,,...--......;;;;S;;;;;m;;;;i;..;:th;;::., Esther P . , "Visual and Auditory Discrimination 
Exercises for Grade 3", Unpublished Service Paner ..]./ 
Boston University , 1949 . ~ 
Published by Educational Test Bureau . 
II 
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The Plan Fo llovred: 
Prior to the study a phonic test compiled by Doris Nason 1 I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
·was given to all o:f t he children t aking part in the plw ..:ned 
program and also to a control gl"'Oup v~rhich vra.s to be. g iven 
no special emphas is in this area . This test, contained :foPty 
items. This tested children's J:-,no,;.;ledge o:f beginning con-
sonants, beginni ng and ending blends, rhyraing 'I.'!Ords a.nd 
v.rords which had the same beginning and ending sounds as the 
1·rords given ora lly. 
At the close o:f the experiment a second phonic test was 
given to both groups. This t est comprised f'orty items of' 
t he :t'irst test toget_her "~Hith an additional t wenty items 
which tested the ten most di:ff'icult I'JOrd elements . This 
test \vas e.d.ministered in order to discover the im.:. rovement 
o:f both groups in phonetic anal ysis ability during the ten 
we e J:: period. 
The Gates Primary (advanced ) Reading Test :for Grade II 
(second hal :f) and Grade III2 ,.vas g iven to the children o:r 
oth grou_s a t the close o:f the experiment. There 'I.Yere 
t wo parts to this test, Part I, TVord Recognition a.n.d Part II, 
'I 
j1 Paragraph Reading. This '~:re.s given to shm'r the eff'ect o:f 
II 
this training on the children r s readinst ability • . 
~ ~/ 
II _£/ 
lj 
II 
Unpublished Phonics Test. 
Published by Bureau of Publica tions, Teachers College , 
Columbi a . 
==·===·=-~~ --==-- ~=== ---...::::---=---J_ 
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A spelling test 1.1rhich contad:.ned. elements t aught dtU'ino: 
the ten v.reek period was g iven to both groups. The tmrds 
i ncluded had not been taught in t he spelling program but 
t hey included phonetic element.s taught in the i.'rord anal:rsis 
~ "o";rem. Ho\~Jever, these :mrds •.:'Jere phonetic in nature., 
Th is test vras g iven in the f'orr.'l of ten dictated sentences. 
Onl J' t hose ·words in the sentences vrhich i nvolved the word 
elements taught in the exper i ment were considered for 
anal ys is in this service paper. This test vias g iven to 
measure the eff'ectiveness of the material on s pell ing achiev-
ment . The e.nalysis of the test r esults will be presented 
i n the next chapter. 
I. 
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Lesson I 
Fossa-Lesson IX 
Review of all Letters. 
Make fish using colored paper. Print a letter on each 
:fish. 
. ·-. :i£_'": ~ 
Have many fish with the same. letter. 
Say, "Who would like to go fishing?" 
ttin this bowl, there. are many fish waiting to be caught. 
On each fish yo1:1 pick out, you will see a letter. If' you 
can f t think of a word, or make a. mistake, yo,u must put the 
:fish back into the water. Keep the fish r.ou catch. At the 
end, wet 11 see who is the best fisherman. 1 
A child may not. use a word that has been given before. 
He must listen carefully so that he won't repeat. 
~ - 8 
t.- 9 
Lesson II 
Fossa-Lesson XII 
Review of all Letters 
Game of Look 
Make oaktag cards that are 4" 6" 
--; 
L o 0 k i L o o k 1 
-----
::-:-. _____ , 
-··-
b i c· n l n c t b 
I 
l j h k V I d i y s 
I 
s d m f l I f ph r I 
' 
r g jt PI w km g l 
·---· 
: L o o k I L 0 0 kl 
=--::-,::..-i 
1 r s c y 
!m b t k 
~~~~- i 1 
I I I t j js p! 
lm c r d i 
j w f !v :g i 
Say, nToday we are going to play a game called Look. You 
will each have a card and some colored squares. On your 
card there is a letter in each block. If· you have the letter 
on your c'&rd that is the first letter of the word I read, 
you cover the letter with a colored square. When. you have 
four squares in a row, shout "Loo·k. 11 
yeste~y vines another gone easy window mouth tonight wasn't village something looking y~d several pilot rabbit wild terrible maple noise wood kind r ·emember dinner· suddenly young hard nickel found rolled picture. feather perhaps begin yet tomorrow game last just telephone nothing dark kept vepy wastebasket carry bicycle hiding does meet 
~ 
light 
hol.e . 
kitten 
go 
farmer 
bal.ance. 
captain joke 
winter 
don1 t 
up 
ice 
round 
suppose 
year 
neck 
turtle 
pennies 
leave 
followed 
reason 
more 
kitchen 
g_oose 
hopped 
c ock-a-do.odle-do 
candle 
behind 
apple 
jump 
10 
Lesson III 
Fossa-Lesson XXV 
Review of £.!! 7 .:Y!,, !f!!, §h 
Put the blends ch, th, wh, sh on the board. 
Say, "Let's review these sounds which we call blends. 
We'll t.ell what. each one says." 
11Read eaeh sentence to yourself'. Choose whichever word 
is correct and write it on your paper. 11 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
chimney 
Santa came down the change. 
changes 
They had. some chickens in their yard. 
thank 
We must stop and think before we work. 
then 
Mother· told them to come right home from school. 
white 
The new snow is very while. 
Whole 
Which way did you come over? 
share 
Mother said to shore the candy. 
shiny 
The child ran home crying. 
should 
Johnny shoulder take care of' his little brother. 
than 
He is taller then I. 
Where 
When does your grandmother live? 
there 
Please put these papers in the wastebasket. 
11 
Lesson IV 
Fossa-Lesson XXXII 
General Review of Blends 
bl, cl., fl, gl, sl, pl, dr, fr, cr, br, gr, pr, 
tr, wh, ch, sh, th, sw, tw 
Make pennies of some stiff r.aper about the size of a 
quarter. Put a blend on each 'pennyn. Make many pennies 
with the same blend printed on it. 
Say, "How many of you have seen a wishing well? Vl.h.at do 
you do at a wishing well? " 
"Today we are going to have our ovm wishing well. I'm 
even going to give you pennies to toss into the well. On 
each penny you will see a blend. If you can tell us a word 
that starts with the same blend as the one on your penny, 
you may toss your penny into the well and make a wish. 11 
12 
I 
/ 
Lesson V 
Fossa-Lesson XLII 
General Review 
Make cards (2" 3'') o:f some sti:f:f paper. Use all the 
letters o:f the alphabet, except "x" and 11 y11 • Put a letter 
on each ·card. 
Use these blends---bl, cl, gl, sl, pl, br, cr, dr, :fr, 
gr, pr, tr, ch, wh, sh, th, sw, tw, sp, sm, scr, sn---
putting one on each card. 
Make many cards with the same letters or blends on them. 
Say, "Would you like to go on a vacation? Before we leave 
:for our vacation, we must pack our sui teases. Pick a card 
:from the box. You will see a blend or a single letter on it. 
Tell us something you could pack in your suitcase that begins 
with the sound on your card." 
======,==================================·~===============~====---=-' ==~~=-
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Lesson VJI: 
Fossa-Lesson XXXVIII 
Put. review blends on the board. 
Say? "In each sentence there is a word that is not 
finished. Use these blends on the board to finish each 
word. Write the whole vrord on your paper. 11 
l. Eat a good --eak:fast each morning. 
2. Did you --ink your milk? 
3. The --ound was covered with snow. 
4. See the horse --ot along in the parade. 
5· The baby --ied when he fell. 
6. Be sure the bread is --esh. 
7• My, that is a --etty picture. 
8. Always walk do¥m the --airs. 
9. His arm was --oken when he fell from the tree. 
10. The --eam came from the engine. 
ll. Don't step on the new --ass. 
12. The clowns do --icks. 
13. V/e coUld hear the boys playing their --ums. 
14. The children asked me to tell a --ory. 
14 
Lesson Vfi 
Fossa~Lesson XLIII 
General Review 
This game is played like ,a:ny of' the games with a spin 
wheel. Probably no more than four should play the game at 
once. Small pieces of' colored p~er should be used as 
markers. Make board a:ny size. 
Say, 11 In the game today, each child has a chance to spin 
the wheel. You move your marker as many spaces as it says 
on the wheel. If the space where you stop has an arrow on 
it you must follow the arrow on your next turn. Do whatever 
it may say on the space where you land." 
"After you spin the wheel and move the marker, you must 
say a word beginn~ with the sound in the block where you 
land. If you can't think of a word, you must go back to 
where your marker was." 
"The first one to go all the way around the board is the 
winner." 
Free turn. 
Middle H 
---m------
- 0 ____ --
-Sw Pl __ _ 
w 
~--
- - . ·~ 
T 
St t 
;., -rr - ~ 
t- - ---'-'G:r!.-_ 
D 
A 
I 
l 
Start 
15 
Lesson VIII 
Sullivan~Exercise IV 
'ly' 
Here are scome words you know, .slow, careful, sure, quick, 
friend, sudden. 
Here are some sentences that can be finished with words 
that you make by adding 'ly' to the words above. Write 
the sentences. 
1. My dog is -------. 
2. You must eat -------. 
3• The boys walked -------. 
4. The bell rang -------· 
5· Mother said ------- you may go. 
6. You must hold the baby -------. 
lG 
======~r==============================================~~·--
Lesson IX 
Sullivan-Exercise IV 
Play Tick, Tac, Too with t.ly' and's'. 
1'7 
Lesson X 
Sullivan-Exercise III 
Read this little story. 
Put a line under each word that has 1s' at the end. 
Baby cries and cries and cries. 
I can't guess why she does. 
Her eyes close up so she can't see. 
Her nose gets red as it can be. 
When mother goes and looks at her, 
And smiles at baby sister. 
ttHas she a pain?" I hear her sat;• 
"Or does she want a little play? 1 
I don 1 t know what the answer was. 
It must have been very good because, 
It is just as quiet as a mouse, 
~Tow no one is crying at our house. 
18 
Lesson XI. 
Sullivan-Exercise I --se (s) 
Today we are going to listen to some words that end with 
s. Say them after me. 
Dictate: worse., case,. else, papoose. What do you hear at 
the end? 
Now let's see if you can say some mor e words that have 
s on the end. 
Listen. Say them after me. nurse, purse, nonsense, 
promise, caboose. 
Now you watch carefully. I am going to put some of those 
words on the board. What do you see? (Pointing to se) 
Yes s is not really the last letter· but it is the last 
sound you hear. · 
Now we will play our quiz game and we shall find more 
words just like these. 
Remember--every word you give me must have s on the end. 
Be careful. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5· 
' 6. 
7· 
. 
You sit dovm to rest (why) you are tired. 
Mice like to eat -----. 
\v.hen father plays golf he goes around the 
golf' ------. 
A duck looks something like a -----. 
We can ride on his back. 
He is little and he likes cheese. 
We live in a -----. 
(because) 
(cheese) 
(course) 
(goose) 
(horse) 
(mouse) 
(house) 
, 8. When baby is asleep we nnist not make a -----.(noise) 
9· A polite word is ------· 
10. When I want you to imagine something I say 
just -------. 
(please) 
(suppose) 
11. ~lhe~ something happens that we do not expect, 
~t ~s a --------. (surprise) 
19 
Lesson XII 
Sullivan-Exercise III -ng-
Here are two little stories for you to read. Do one at 
a time. 
Put a line under every word that has ng on the end. 
Then see if you can v~ite the answers to the questions 
you will find underneath the stories. 
Each answer iis a word that ends in ng. 
ng 
A young bird flew up in a tree 
Sang this little song to me. 
I'll be st~rn~ some day you'll see 
And fly along from tree to tree. 
Chiree, chiree, chiree. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
What kind of bird was in the tree? 
Vfuat did the little bird do? 
What did the little bird sing? 
Vfuere was the little bird going to fly? 
Vlhat did the little bird want to be? 
ng 
Bang, bang, bang, 
The school bell; ,rings 
Come along, come along, 
It seems to say 
As little children stop their play 
And into school they find their way, 
Hang up their coats in a one, two, three 
And soon are busy as can be. 
1. What word comes after the word come? 
2. What did the children do with their coats? 
\,fhich word makes a noise? 
(young) 
(sang) 
(song) 
(along) 
(strong) 
(aJ.ong) 
(hang) 
(bang) 
20 
Lesson XIII 
Sullivan-Exercise II--ing (Puzzle Box) 
Now let's put all our Quiz Show words on the board. Let's 
look carefully at them. Do you see (ing) in each word? 
Vlhat part of the word is (ing)? Can you put a little 
box around ( ing) ? I 1 11 do the first one • 
t-4§1 
Have different children do the other words. 
Bing 
bring 
ring 
sing 
Puzzle Box 
swing 
thing 
wing 
21 
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Lesson XIV 
Sullivan-Exercise IV 
Play Tick, Tac, Too with words that end with 'ies' and 'estt 
11 
I 
I 
Lesson XV 
Kier.nan-Lesson IX 
Words that Rhyme. 
In each box. there are two words that rhyme. Cross out. 
the word in each box that does not rhyme with another word 
in the box. 
letter shoulder over colder 
barn reason dress maple 
better boulder clover bolder 
balance s.ever never dinner 
another sand ever boat 
brother lever errand winner 
lover f'at.her f'arm nearer 
gone f'ace faster clearer 
cover matter master nickel 
Can you read this? 
Directions. Read carefully. Vlri te the correct word 
at the end. 
1. The mailman. is coming. 
He will bring me a lette_r, better.----------
2. Let us go out in the yard. 
We will f'ind some ~' clover.----------
Soon it will be winter. 
Then it will be bolder, colder.----------
4. Bob is a big boy. 
He is my bro~, another.------•---
Would you like to eat? 
Soon it will be time f'or dinner, 
6. The bluebird was in the tree. 
. w~er.----------
It f'lew nearer, clearer.----------
7. Do you hear the baby cry? 
What do you think is the matter, fatter.----------
q3 (~ 
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8. We played a game of bal.l. 
I hurt my boulder, shoulder.----------
9· vnruat book have you? 
Read the name on the lover, cover.----------
10. Bob likes to race with Jim. 
Bob can run faster, master than Jim.----------
Lesson XVI 
Kiernan-Leason XX 
Directions: Cross out the word in each box that does not 
end wi.th en. 
1. down kitten oven 
2. and open cage 
3· then edge been 4. come garden her 
5· children kite me 6. often letter when 
7· the·refore broken liked 
There are -----------words that end. in en. 
Draw a line under the right word. Then write the word. 
1. The window was broken, token.----------
2. I can \vrite with a pen, ten.----------
3· We like to play in the garde~,harden.----------
4. Bob's new pet is a little mitten, kit.ten.----------
5· Come to see us often, soften.----------
Game of Fishing. 
Equipment-Draw fish on pieces of colored paper. Write 
the following 'en' words on the fish. (The fish could be 
drawn on the board) 
Procedure--The fish are caught by naming the word on the 
fish correctly. The one who catches the most fish wins the 
\.. game. 
Les.son XVII 
Kiernan-Lesson XXXI 
Can You Read This. 
1. The girls went to the woods. 
They went to 9---------- flowers. 
pick, brick 
2. The boys went to the farm. 
They rode on the new ------------. 
stuck, truck 
3. Betty and Bob went to the park. 
In the water they saw a -----------. 
duck, cluck 
4. We have a new house. 
The men made it of -----------brick, sick 
5. There is our clock. 
Do you hear it ----------? 
tick, lick 
6. Mother is going to the store. 
She will buy a ---------- of apples. 
deck, peck 
7• There was a big storm. 
Father's car was -----------. 
tuck, stuck 
8. Mother has a pretty coat. 
It is -------·-----. 
black, crack 
Going Together. 
Find a word that will go with a word that 
sounds like it. 
Duck will go with buck. Draw a line from 
duck to buck. 
Back will go with Jack. Draw a line from 
back to Jack. 
Do this for all of the words. 
duck 
stick 
sack 
back 
stuck 
pick 
luck 
P!iCk··· 
cluck 
brick 
back 
neck 
Jack 
buck 
tick 
tack 
puck 
lick 
buck 
Dick 
truck 
rack 
pick 
crack 
f)6 
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Lesson XVIII 
Kiernan-Lesson XXXVI 
Review Look and Do 
Draw lines under the words in each column that end with 
the letters at the top of the column. 
nt. 1& sh 
1. went maybe fresh 
2. airport little bench 
3· don•t uncle wish 4. biggest bicycle with 
J• first more church 6~ paint maple thresh 
~= plant terrible whi.ch different rode flash 9· elephant turtle "~Hatch 
10. aunt whole thought 
11. pilot twelve splash 
12. grunt apple path 
Lesson XIX 
Kier.nan-Lesson Xl 
Read and Do 
Tell the children to read each sentence and copy on. the 
blank line one o:r· the two words written above which will 
correctl.y complete it. 
lunch, bunch 
Bob went home to -------. 
On the way he picked a ------- of flowers. 
beach, reach 
We are going to the -------. 
I hope we ------- there early. 
reach peach 
Jane iries to ------- the table. 
She will take a -------. 
match, scratch 
vVha has a -------? 
Be carefUl where you ------- it. 
letter, better 
The mailman brought me a -------. 
Now I feel -------. 
dinner, winner 
Soon it will be time for -------. 
First one there is a -------. 
matter, f atter 
Do you think it will .~~~~--? 
If you get a little ~~-----. 
nearer, clearer 
The train came -------. 
Then the people looked -------. 
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Lesson XX 
Kelley-First week-Tuesday 
Long li 1 
Yesterday we learned that 1 i 1 can say it's ow.n name, it 
is saying it's long sound, as in these words. 
wise, write, pie, wild, slide 
ttToday we are going to play a game vnth long 1 i' words. 
I'm going to hold up a picture. You will find a word on 
the board which is the name of the picture. The word must 
have a long 'i' in it." 
t. 29 
Have pictures of the following things mounted. (Be sure they are large enough for the whole class to see.) 
c.hild sliding 
night scene 
:five 
kite 
pie 
behind (something behind something else) 
fire 
smile 
wife 
Have these words on the board. 
slide 
night 
child 
fire 
smile 
wife 
For extra words, have t he following 
line 
mind 
hide 
lion 
After the class has matched the pictures and tl1e words, 
put the pictures beside the words. Have another child 
circle the long 1 i 1 as the first child reads the word. 
The fo~lowing exercise provides added practice. 
Find a word containing a long 1 i ' · which will rhyme with 
the word in the balloon. 
kind 
wild 
light 
slide 
stile 
fine 
wise 
kite 
hide 
time 
V/ri te the word on the line which rhymes with the word in 
the balloon. See how many balloons you can get. 
Lesson XXI 
Kelley-Second week-lfunday 
Long 'a 1 
Listen to these words. See if you can hear the letter 
'a' in each word. 
~· 31 
baby, came , Jane , paint, wait, play, day, malce , place , gave · 
'a' says it's own name in these words. Therefore 'a' is 
long. It has the long sound when it says it's own name. 
Put the :following list of words on the board. 
gave 
ate 
face 
late 
table 
made 
babies 
fail 
.maple 
taste 
af'raid 
care 
game 
paper 
"Each word has a long 1a 1 in it. Let us read them 
carefully so we can hear the sound." 
Have the children point to the letter 'a 1 • 
"Now see if you can read these sentences. In each sen-
tenr:'e there are some words which .have long 1 a 1 • Write on 
your paper a list of just the words having long 'a' sounds. 
Jane was playing that her doll was a baby. 
Did you taste the cookies that mother made? 
The child was playing under the maple tree. 
She gave a piece of paper and a pencil to each child. 
We shall sit at this table while we play school. 
Do not be afraid. I shall take care of you. 
Have you washed your hands and face1 
Sue liked to eat cake. 
Vlliat places did you see today? 
We had to wait for a ear. 
Get pictures of things with a long 'a 1 in their names and 
get words with long 'a' from the newspapers as done :for 1 i 1 • 
Lesson XXII 
Kelley-Th~week-Friday 
Short'e' 
\iJhat is the key word for the short sound of' • e 1 ? Yes, 
the word is 'egg•. 
"Here we have some words that rhyme. We are going to 
read each list and then see if' someone can add another 
word to that list. Use these words. 
get 
let 
yet 
s--
btll 
tell 
fell 
s---
best 
west 
rest 
n---
hen 
ten 
when 
m--
Here are some sentences. If' the sentence . could be true, 
put yes after it. If' it could not be true, put no after it." 
Ten men rode on one horse. 
Every day the hen lays an egg. 
The presents came from the runbrella. 
We will call you on the telephone. 
The rest of' the girls will take a ride on the 
merry-go-round. 
Billy broke his neck when he fell. 
The boys ran an errand. 
., 
Lesson XXIII 
Kelley-Fourth week-Thursday 
Short 1 o 1 
Write this list of words on the board. 
Dog, on, top, stop, clock 
Say, "All these words have short 1 o 1 • Listen as I 
say the words. Listen carefully for the sound of short 1 o 1 • 
You come up . and say the word and draw a box around the 
short 1 o· 1 • You can remember the short 'o ' sound by the 
word 1 orange' • u 
Have a picture of an orange to add to the ·other pic-
tures on the short sound chart. 
"Here is a jingle. Try to find all the words having 
short 1o 1 in them.u 
Dolly, Dolly on the box, 
Bobby hit it off. 
"Now answer :these questions about the jingle." (These 
should be asked orally by the teacher.) "Each answer 
must be a word containing short 'o' • 11 
1. Vfho was hit? 
2. Vlhere was Dolly? 
3. Who hit Dolly off? 
"Here 1 s a second jingle. Find all the short 1 o' words 
in this one also. Make a list of them." 
As Bobby hopped along, 
He often sang a song. 
"Answer these questions about this jingle. All answers 
must have short 'o •· in them. 11 
1. Who is this jingle abouti 
2. How did Bobby go along the street? 
3. vVhat did Bo.bby sing? 
~· 33 
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Lesson XXIV 
Kelley-Fifth week-THednesday 
In our reading we have the word blue. In this word we 
hear the long sound of' 'u 1 • This letter can say it 1 s own 
name, just as 'a', 'e', •·i•, and. 1 o 1 can. Then too, it has 
the short sound. \Vhen 'u' says ~t•s short sound, it sounds 
as it does in these words. Listen to the short sound. 
up, shut, rub, dust, 
"You can easily remember the short sound of' 'u' by re-
membering the way it sounds in the key word 1up 1 • 11 
Get a picture of' someome going up a hill to add to the pic-
tures of' the short sounds of' the other vowels. 
Teacher will have to read these words. Have a pupil tell 
whether the word has a long or short •u•. 
scrub summer junior 
use shut June 
beauty ru].e cuts just cut but 
us music 
Find the correct word to go with each sentence. 
1. The sky is a pretty ------ today. 
2. Sue will help her mother------ the living room. 
3· The boys have on blue ------. 
4. That is not a ----- story, because it did not happen. 
5· Will you ------ the door, please? 
l. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
dust, suits, true, blue, up, shut 
----- and her friends are playing dolls. 
r~ther will bake a ------- pie f'or dinner. 
We will ride on the ------ when we go to town. 
Jack ------ the picture out of' the newspaper. 
Nancy is going to visit her -------. 
under, Sue, uncle, bus, cut, pumpkin 
, , A 
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Lesson XXV 
Kelley-Sixth week-Tuesday 
Short 'y' 
J. . as 
We have learned that 'y' has it's long sound when it sounds 
like long 1 i 1 • It has a short sound just as 1a 1 , 'e', 1 i', 
1 o 1 and •u• have, too. ~Here are some words which have short 'y' in them. Listen 
as I say them. " 
baby 
party 
Betty 
ready 
Bobby 
story 
happy 
city 
"Vle can remember the short sound of' 1y 1 by remembering 
how it sounds in the word 'baby 1 ." (Put a picture o;f a 
baby with the rest of' the short sounds.) 
"Chang~ these words by adding short 1 y 1 to them." 
(Do this at the board.) 
wind ever read rain 
dust part dirt blow 
bush curl grass sleep 
snow f'air trick 
111-row let's read these words f'rom the list you have just V'lritten." 
Lesson XXVI 
Kelley-Seventh week-Monday 
Definition 
Sometimes •a•, •e•, 1 i 1 , •o•, •u•, and 'y' have long and 
short sounds. These letters are called vowels. Vowels are 
letters having long and short sounds. 
"Vowels are very important :for every vmrd has at least 
one vowel in it." 
Let the class take any book they have in their desks and 
try to f'ind any word which does not have a vowel. Let them 
look f'or a f'ew minutes . 
Have the :following list o:f words on the board. 
hide 
pie 
broken 
f'eet 
garden 
chickens 
ice 
sat 
line 
child 
Jane 
dog 
he,r 
story 
dress 
game 
Go through the words underlining each vowel and pointing 
out to the class that every word has at least one vowel. 
Now review the chart of' pictures whose titles contain 
short vowel sounds, pointing out the short sounds by 
emphasizing them. 
Next ask the class what a vowel says when it has a long 
sound. 
On the board make colunms f'or long and short sounds of' 
each vowle. Go over the list of' words, putting each word 
in it's correct column. 
af'raid 
why 
race 
be 
mother 
letter 
did 
most 
up 
train 
city 
shall 
umbrella 
end 
errand 
presents 
coat 
clock 
scrub 
sly 
rub 
ready 
36 
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Lesson XXVII 
Kelley-Eighth week-Friday 
'oo' two sounds 
"The · two letters •·oo' have two sounds, a long sound and 
a short sound. The long sound is in 'moont. Here are some 
words which have the long sound of' 'oo 1 in them." 
soon noon school 
too roof goose 
rooster room moo 
"The short sound is in 'look •. Here are some words which 
have tJ.1e short sound of' 'oo' in them. 11 
look book stood 
good woods took 
"Remember the short sound of' •oo' sot.mds as it. does in 
'book '." 
"When you see these two 'oo's yo u have to try each sound 
(the short and the long one) and find out which one is right." 
Duplicate the following paper. Have these directions 
on the board. 
The words in each block have 'oo'. Sound 01ut each word. 
Then v~ite the word which tells what the picture ~s on 
the line under the picture. 
. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 
)r;g"""1 took - . cook cookies ·: (.:·_ shook woods . woods A -~@ 
I..:..:V' 
On: ~rgooft luck shook · look ~"'· shook h· . stood 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••• 
========~~----~ 
Lesson XXVIII 
Kelley-Ninth week-Thursday 
'e.e 1 and 'ea' 
,t 38 
1Ee 1 and 1 ea 1 and 'e' sometimes have the same sound. They 
can all say the long sound of' t e 1 • What is the long sound 
of' te•? ( 1E 1 says it's own name.) 
''Here is a list of' words. Some have plain long 1 e', some 
have 'ee' and others have 1·ea'. Write the words in their 
correct columns." (Do this orally.) 
_L __tt_ ~ 
hear see dear here 
he be feet me 
please eat green bef'ore 
Easter began between queer 
evening wheat street need 
reason these clean. week 
leave easy sleep each 
people seem . beside behind 
Af'ter class has put the words on the blackboard in the 
correct columns, they should read the words in each column 
together. Listen and hear the long 'e 1 sound. 
Lesson XXIX 
Kelley-Tenth week-Wednesday 
'ou' same as 'ow' in 'cow' 
•ow has the long sound of 'o' as in 'know', 'blow•, 'own ' 
and •tomorrow'. It also has another sound as in 1cow 1 , 
1 c lovm. 1 , 1 crowd 1 • However, 1 ow 1 is not the only one to have 
this latter sound. 1 0u 1 sometimes has this sound. Listen 
to it in these words: (F..ave these words on the board.) 
proud 
clouds 
mouse 
ground 
flour 
about 
round 
without 
! 39 
"One person at a time come up and circle the 1ou' as you 
read the word. Listen for the sound of' 'ou 1 in these words." 
"Today you are going to play Hangar." 
Divide the group into two teams. One team will be the 1 ou 1 
team. The other will be the 1 ow' team. Anot...her day change 
teams so each team gets practice in each vowel combination. 
Have a long runway. Each team has an airplane. See which 
airplane can take off first. There are two piles of' words-
one of' 1 ow 1 words , one of 'ou 1 words. Each player turns up 
one card at a time from his pile. If' he can say the word 
he can move his team's plane up one space on the runway. 
words to have on 1ou' words to have on 'ow' 
cards cards 
house proud do·wn flower 
about round how bow wow 
out without now crowd 
flour 'found brown towel 
mouse clouds town 
around louder cow 
ground mouth clown 
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Lesson XXX 
0 1Leary-Lesson II 
Listening for ch as Final Sound 
"Let's play a game with words t hat begin or end with 
ch (sound). I'~ 11 start and if my word begins with ch, (sound) 
yo~ word must end with ch (sound). If I say cheese, you 
co uld say reach. Remember, your word must end the way mine 
begins. Chest." 
"Now let.'s take a piece of paper. Fold it in two columns 
and number the lines from one to ten. Listen to the words 
I'm going to say. If you hear ch (sound) at the beginning 
of the word write ch in the first colunm. If you hear ch 
(sound) at the end of a word write ch in the second column. 
Ready?" 
Sample paper 
1! reach 1. ch 
h_ choose 2. ch 
3· match 3· ch 
4. much 4. ch 
t: stretch ~· ch sandwich 6. ch 
~: chief ~: ch cha~e ch 
2· touc 2· .Ch 10. scratch lO• ch 
Lesson. JOOCI 
O'Leary-Leason VII 
Listening for 'er 1 as a Final Sound 
/,; 4'1 i· 
nToday I am going to say some words that end in er (sound) • 
I 1 11 write them on the board and I want you to say them 
af'ter me." 
Dictate and vvrite on the board: 
'~together, over, leather, shoulder, cover" 
Have individual children draw a circle around the er at 
the end of each word. 
ncan you think of' some words that end with er. ( sound) ? 11 
Write the words on the board as the children say them. If' 
a word does not have the f'inal er, write it on the board in 
a separate column and ask the children if' it belongs with 
the group of' words that end in er·. 
Below are some words that end with er . Draw a circle 
around the er at the end of' each word. Then f'ind the word 
that begins with 'a'· and write it :first; next write the 
word that begins with 1b 1 and so on. There are no words 
f'or 'x' and ' Y' • 
barber answer yellower 
ever queer grocer 
inner whi sper knocker 
newspaper tempe1~ dinner 
summer chatter proper 
however joker voter 
finger ladder river 
messenger order under 
Lesson XXXII 
0 1Leary-Lesson XII 
Listening for 1 le' as a Final Sound 
"Let • s listen carefully to the beginning of the words 
I am going to say. See if you can tell the letter that is 
at the beginning of each word. 11 Dic-tate: 
"light, lady, lamb, lovely, listen" 
"Now listen to the ending of these words. See what 
sound you can hear at the end of these words." Dictate: 
"smile, whistle, trouble, possible, people, bubble, 
double, applen 
"What sound did you hear at the end of each w·ord ?" 
"I 1m going to write those words on the board and I 
want you to say them aft.er me. 11 
11 Do you see the '1' at the end of each word? There is 
another letter at the end of each word that doesn't say 
anything. What letter is tliat? 11 
Have individual children come to the board and circle 
the final 1le 1 in each of the above words. 
Write these words on the board: 
vegetable 
whistle 
kettle 
puzzle 
candle 
automobile 
possible 
tinkle 
turtle 
"I'm going to ask you some questions. The answer to 
each ·one is a word that ends in 1 le'. See if you can find 
the word on the board, frame it, and draw a circle around 
the final 'le 1 • " 
11 Can you find 
The sound a bell makes?n 
Something good to eat?" 
An animal that crawls along slowly?" 
Something to boil water in?" 
A game?" 
Something to ride in?" 
A sound we can make with our mouth?" 
A thing that gives light? 
42 
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Lesson XXXIII 
0 1Leary-Lesson XVII 
Listening for 1 en 1 as a Final Sound 
"I am going to say some words that end in 1 en' (sound). 
I' 11 write them on the board and I want you to say them after 
me .• " 
Dictate and write on the board: 
ttchicken, even, happent then, often, when, happen, 
stolen, dozen, oven" 
"Did you hear the 1 en1 (sound) at the end of each word? " 
Have individual children draw a circle around the en at 
the end of each word. 
"Here -are some riddles. The answers are all words that 
end in en (sound). I'll write the answers on the board as 
you tell them to me." 
"Tell me the name of a baby cat." 
"Tell me the number that comes after ten." 
"Tell me the number that comes after six. u 
"Tell me the room in which mother cooks." 
"Tell me the part of the stove in which 
mother bakes a cake." 
"Tell me a word that means t welve." 
"Tell me the name of a baby hen.n 
"Tell me the place where flowers and 
vegetables grow." 
· "Tell me a word that means many boys 
and girls." 
"Tell me a word that means something is 
the color of gold." 
kitten 
eleven 
seven 
kitchen 
~ 
dozen 
chicken 
garden 
children 
golden 
==~-==-=~~~~=-============---====== 
Lesson XXXIV 
0 1Leary-Lesson XXII 
Review of 1 ch' , 1 er' , 1 le' , 1 en 1 as Final Sotmds 
Each word below has a little word with something added. 
Find the little word to which something was added and write 
it on the line. 
handle 
gQlden 
nearer 
peach 
corner 
stolen 
bubble 
winter 
riddle 
rounder 
r ooster 
branch 
hitch 
pitcher 
needle 
hand faster 
rattle 
butter 
sandwich 
hammer 
driver 
match 
chatter 
broken 
teacher 
sweeter 
straighten 
pinch 
quicker 
soften 
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Lesson "XXXV 
O'Leary-Leason XXV 
Listening for 'sh 1 as a Final Sound 
"I am going to say some words that begin with sh (sound). 
I'll write them on the board and I want you to say them after 
me.n Dictate and write on the board: 
"shadow, sheep, shining, shoe, shore" 
Have individuals encircle the 'sh' in each word. 
"Now listen to these words and see if you can hear the 
1 sh 1 at the end of the words. I 111 vvrite them on the board 
and you repeat after me." 
Dictate and v~Jrite on the board: 
"fish, wash, dish, brush, splash," 
"Did you hear the 'sh' (sound) at the end of each word?" 
Have different children draw a circle around the sh at 
the end of each word. 
"Can you think of some other words that end with 1 sh 1 
(sound)?" . 
Have individuals give words and write them on the board. 
"Let's play a game with words that begin or end with 
'sh' (sound). I 1ll start and if' my word begins with sh 
(sound) yours must end with it. If I say ship, you could 
say hush. Remember your word must end the way mine begins. 
Shake." 
==--==-==-=~F====== 
Lesson XXXVI 
O'Leary-Lesson XXVII 
Practice with 'sh 1 as a Final Sotn1d 
Here are some words that have sh at the end. Write each 
one in a sentence where it belongs. 
splash 
fresh 
flash 
finish 
push 
dish 
foolish 
wash 
fish 
brush 
hush 
wish 
l Tr y not to ------- the water on the others. 
2. I----- -- that ever y wish I make could come true. 
3· Children should play outdoors in the ------- air. 
4. Do you al·ways ------- y-our work'? 
5. Take the ------- light dovm cellar with you. 
6. The cookies are in the flat -------. 
7• Did you see the big------- that Father caught? 
8 . To keep my hair neat, I ----- -- it each morning. 
9. I watched the circus man------ the animal cages. 
10. We must be careful not to ----- in line. 
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Lesson XXXVII 
O'Leary-Lesson XXXIII 
Practice with • ck • as a Final Sound 
Pick out the word that belongs in each sentence and 
write it on the blank line. 
1. The kitten climbed up on the dog 1s -------. 
black, pack, back 
2. The giraf'fe has a ~onger ------- than other animals. 
deck, neck, sick 
3· Mother's best dish has a ------- in it. 
crack, pack, cracker 
4. The little bird will ------- at the bark of the 
peck, neck, trick 
tree to catch some bugs to eat. 
5· We set the picnic. basket on a------- in the shade 
rock, clock, de.ck 
6. 
8. 
of a tree. 
See the ------- of birds flying in the sky. 
clock, flock, brick 
Tommy ------- the tree with his bicycle. 
struck, knock, brick 
Our new book is not very -------. 
quick, sick, thick 
Did you ------- on the door? 
quack, knock, flock 
10. The engine traveled along the -------. 
trick, truck, track 
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Lesson XXXVIII 
O'Leary-Lesson XXXVII 
Practice with 'nt' as a Final Sound 
Here are some questions. All of' the answers are words 
which end in 'nt'. The words are at the bottom of' the 
page. See if' you can find the correct word to answer 
each question and write it on the line beside it. 
Can you find: 
1. The name of' a huge animal? ----------
2. A word that means a minute?----------
3· The name of' a piece of' money?----------
4. The name of somebody I like to visit?----------
5. The name of a huge., make-believe person? ----------
6. Something that grows? ------- ---
7• Something we use to make pretty colors? ----------
8. A word that means the opposite of' back? ----------
9· 
10. 
A word that tells things are not the same? ----------
A word that is the name of a sound some animals 
makl ? ----------
cent 
grunt 
absent 
plant 
count 
elephant 
aunt 
giant 
moment 
paint 
different 
front 
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Lesson XXXIX 
O'Leary-Lesson XXXVIII 
Review of ' ch', 'sh', and 'nt• as Final Sounds 
11 Today's words end with sounds with which we have been 
working. I'm going to say some words. You tell me the 
sound you hear at the end of each word. Listen carefully." 
Dictate: 
meant 
foolish 
push 
lock 
quick 
whack 
wash 
splash 
block 
duck 
point 
flash 
count 
print 
plant 
"Fold your paper into three columns. At the top of the 
first column vvrite ck. Write sh at the top of the second 
column .and write nt at the top of' the third column. Look 
at the words on the board. Vvrite each one in the column 
where it belongs." 
Write on t..he board: 
quick paint agent plant 
amount trick brush push 
meant count !mock brick 
thick print wash wish 
point dish crack flash 
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0 1Leary-Lesson XLII 
Review of 'ch 1 , 1 er 1 , '1~ 1 , ' en 1 , 'ch' , 'sh 1 , and 
1nt 1 as F:Lnal Sounds 
In each row find a vvord that ends the same way as the 
f' irs t 1:m rd. \'lr i te the t wo words that end the same way on 
your paper. 
rubber, treasure, cupboard, an~vhere, togetl1er, stir 
puddle, built, belong, trouble, golden, find 
absent, hunter, moment , finger, eleven, napkin 
\'Then, twin, happened, pennies, drum, listen 
quick, nickel, jacket, knock, watch, travel 
foolsih, thresh, shoes, fishing, stretch, temper 
porch, pitcher, stitch, thresh, vvritten, machine 
wonder, wonderfUl, number, splendid, quiet, sorry 
merchant, riddle, rang, sight, different, stand 
frozen, silver, vvritten, wrong, trousers, freeze 
castle, squirrel, donkey, climbed, towel, possible 
crack, cracker, wicked, struck, package, kitchen 
f -inish, spJ..ash, finished, church, shore, island 
reach, chimney, march, smooth, butcher, machine 
present, disappoint, captain, exciting, wishes, twinkle 
~' 50 
Lesson XLI 
Smith-Exercise II 
1 ed 1 
Pass out work sheets which have the following words. 
arrived 
darted 
crooked 
barked 
walked 
danced 
creaked 
indeed 
smiled 
happened 
followed 
stayed 
walked 
lived 
jumped 
creaked 
closed 
married 
decided 
delighted 
owed 
tired 
wicked 
turned 
started 
picked 
cried 
gathered 
• Ed 1 has.· three sounds. What are they? Yes , 1 ed 1 , 1 t 1 , 
and 1d 1 • Listen and see which sotn1d you hear on the end of 
the word walked. (t) Look through the words on your paper 
and underline each word that ends with the same sound of 
1 ed 1 as you heard in walked. 
Vlhat sound do you hear on the end of the word closed? (d) 
Look through the words on your paper and draw a circle around 
the words that have the same ending sound as closed. 
There are several words left. What does the 1ed' say on 
the end of these words? ( ed) 
51 
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Lesson XLII 
Smith-Exercise VII 
Marking Vowels 
Written Direstions 
Here is Tim ~ marking vowels on his words. He r e-
j! members that there are five vowels. They are 
Il
l ---, ---, .---, L1 ---, and ---. A vowel that says its 
O\m name J.S ':/ _ cal,J;ed a_long vowel. VIe mark the 
,1 long "bowels like this: both, use, ate. 
II Read these words and mark the long vowels. I' ~ !I 
i' 
II 
I 
'· . \. 
!\ 
II 
II 
j' 
II 
! 
I 
arrived 
belonged 
closed 
darted 
decided 
delighted 
fed 
tired 
danced 
stayed 
smiled 
climbed 
;finished 
gathered 
indeed 
jolted 
married 
owed 
pointed 
wicked 
cried 
started 
lived 
picked 
walked 
Lesson XLIII 
Smith-Exercise XII 
Testing the Childrents Ear :for •·edt Sounds 
Directions ~or the Teacher 
Pass f'our slips o:f cardboard to each member of' the class. 
Each child v~ites with crayon on top o:f the slip the sound 
he is goir~ to listen :for. The cards are placed on the 
desks in f'ront of' the children • 
.--------i 
; d I 
I I 
! . I 
---------
---------. I 
ed 
1 
,--------~ 
r---~---1 L _______ J [---------~----; 
Say the sounds :to the pupils. Have them say the sounds. 
Have them give you words that they know that end in these 
sounds. Then give a word and ask the pupils to hold up the 
card bearing the sound contained in the given word. This 
gives independent thinking and good ear training. If' the 
child holds up the wrong card, repeat the word and ask him 
to listen again. ' 
List o:f words to be dictated. 
arrived closed cr ooked tired 
belonged creaked darted backed 
indeed married pointed walked jolted owed turned helped 
climbed cried happened f'ed 
started asked called waded 
looked played decided stopped 
delighted :finished gathered lived 
wicked tried p icked laughed 
f'ollm~ed danced stayed washed 
picked jumped smiled 
painted stopped wanted 
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babies 
cries 
ladies 
cookies 
Lesson XLIV 
Smith-Exercise XVII 
'ies• 
List of Words on Board 
pennies 
ponies 
stories 
parties 
Oral Directions 
Look at the list of words on the board. See if you can 
pronounce them to yourselves. Tom, will you tell us the 
words in the first column? lli ary may tell us the words in 
the second column. James, will you virite the word which 
means only one be·side the word cookies? 
Now we will see if we can see ·w·hat the words were·~ bef.'ore 
the ies was added. 
Paul may read the words ending in ies and Lawrence vvill 
tell us the word that it was first. 
' 54 
during 
f'lappj_pg 
thing 
greeting 
looking 
Lesson XLV 
Smith-Exercise XXII 
'ing' 
Sonnding r ing 1 Game 
lying 
nothing 
plaything 
pudding 
spring 
shining 
string 
swing 
willing 
exciting 
Directions to the Teacher 
moving 
wishing 
running 
f'ishing 
riding 
Words like the above may be on the board. Care should 
be used that all in the class can pronounce the words 
bef'ore the game starts. Arrange the class in two rows 
f'acing each other. 
The game begins by the leader of' one row asking the 
leader of' the oppasite row a question. Every question and 
every answer used should contain at least one word ending 
vvi th 1 ing 1 • Each child must pronounce this syllable plainly 
or he must drop out of the game. He may get back into the 
game by noticing s0meone elses f'ailure to pronounce the 
syllables as plainly as he should. The side wins which has 
the most people standing at the end of' a given time. 
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Lesson XLVI 
Smith-Exercise XXVII 
'ly' 
Pass out paper which has been divided into two columns 
to the class. 
Oral Directions 
On the top of' your f'irst column put the word~· On 
the top of' the second column put the word slowly. On the 
board you will f'ind two columns of' words. See if' you can 
sort them out and put all of' the words that sound like 
f'ly at the end together.and all that sound like slowly at 
the end together. Be sure to \vrite them in the correct 
column. 
easily 
exactly 
finally 
hardly 
July 
lonely 
silly 
lovely 
slowly 
early 
really 
reply 
ugly 
woody 
carefully . 
family 
Billy 
friendly 
only 
quickly 
suddenly 
surely jolly 
Lesson XLVII 
Smith-Exercise XXXII 
Written Directions 
O:ften when we f'ind an S on the end of' a word we know 
it has been put there to make the word mean more than one. 
Draw a ring around these words and underline the part of' 
the word that means only one. 
Example: keys 
address 
candles 
class 
dishes 
playthings 
f'armers 
f'rogs 
woods 
glass 
tears 
gloves 
kiss 
less 
gulls 
onions 
outdoors 
rivers 
unless 
robins 
things 
themselves 
,. 
heels 
toss 
hands 
lakes 
spots 
Indians 
apples 
f'riends 
buildings 
pennies 
whips 
; 57 
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Lesson XLVIII 
Smith-Exercise XXXVII 
1 est.' 
Words Vlhich end with the Same Sound 
Written Directions 
Write these words under the correct endings. 
chest 
ladies 
lonely 
exactly 
interest 
Endings in ies 
cookies 
biggest 
pennies 
ugly 
Endings in est 
carefully 
west 
babies 
nest 
stories 
Endings in ly 
Lesson XLIX 
Smith-Exercise XLII 
'est• 
List o:f Words on the Board 
sad 
chest 
darted 
interest 
grocery 
Oral Directions 
hands 
biggest 
:fly 
nest 
Let us say these words togethel". 
Can anyone think o:f a word that ends the same as sad? 
Yes, bad. If anyone else can think of one, he may write it 
beside the word sad. 
On your paper, copy these words. Write two words that 
end the same beside each word. Do it just as we did sad. 
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Lesson L 
Smith-Exercise XLVI 
Meaning of Words 
'lri tten Directions 
Write s between the words that mean the same. 
·write o between the words that are opposite in meaning. 
1. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5· 6. §: 
9· 
10. 
Example: thin o thick 
close.d •••...••..•....•• shut 
finished •••••... .•• •••• ended 
early . ................ . late 
candles •••••••••.. ••• •• lights 
f'riends ••..••.•.••.•••• enemies 
spring· •• . •.•••••••••••• f'all 
VWOllg' .. •••• • •• • • •••••• • . r i ght 
\Valked ••.•••.•..•• . •••• ran 
gloves ••••••••... ...• • . mittens 
d.I'-y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~~~ .. wet 
======-- -·- -· ~-=-
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Chapter III 
Anal ys is of Data 
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Chapter III 
Analysis of Data 
The data were analyzed to study the effectiveness of the 
material on: 
1. Achievment in word analysis 
2. Reading achievment 
3. Spelling achievment 
4. Sex dif'f'erences in the same area were ana1y~ed 
Table 2 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
two groups on the initial phonics test. 
Table 2 
Comparison of the Mean Scores on Initial Phonics Test 
Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. M'~1vFDift. S.E.D. C,R, 
Experimental 36 34.08 4.08 
Control 39 30· 1.35' 8.43 
The mean for the experimental group was 34.08 and the 
mean was 30. for the control. The critical ratio of' 2.52 is 
not statistically significant. The chances are ninety-eight 
in one hundred that the difference is a true one in favor of 
the experimental group. 
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Table 3 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
two groups on the final phonics test. 
Table 3 
Comparison of the Mean Scores on Final Phonics Test 
Grogp No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. 1~1~Diff. S.E .D. C.R. 
II 
I
J Experimental 36 
L Control 39 
55·49 
t)l~ZZ 
.65 
1.98 
2.08 1.80 
The mean for the experimental group was 55.49 and the 
mean was 51.77 for the control. The critical ratio of 1.80 
is not statistically significant. The chances are ninety-two 
in .one hundred that the difference is a true one in favor of 
the experimental group. 
Table 4 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
two groups in reading aehievment. 
Table 4 
Comparison of the Mean Scores on Reading Achiev.ment Teat 
Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. ~iff. S.E.D. 
Experimental 36 47.58 1.97 11.83 1.89 2.65 
Control ~9 41J.69 1.77 11.04 
C.R. 
·72 
The mean for the experimental group was 47.58 and the 
mean was 45.69 for the control. The critical ratio of .72 
is not statistically significant. The chances are fifty-two 
in one hundred that the difference is a true one in favor of 
the experimental gJ.~oup. 
·===-=========~-=~---==- == = 
Table 5 shows the comparison of the mean scores for t he 
two groups in spelling achievment. 
Table 5 
Comparison of the Mean Scores on Spelling Achie'V!llent Test 
,Sz-~·= = M~~Diff! S.E.D. C.R. No. : Mean S.E.M. ; : 
~~! Experimental 3& 25.50 1.32 
t .control 39 20t-46 1.74 10.83 
I 
: The mean for the experimental group was 25.50 and the 
I mean was 20e46 for the control. The critical ratio of 2.31 
is not statistically significant. The chances are ninety-six 
in one hundred that the difference is a true one in favor o:f 
the exper imental group. 
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Sex Di:ff'erences II 
Table 6 shows the comparison of' the mean scores for the 
J boys of the two groups on the initial phonics test. 
I 
Table 6 
Comparison of the Mean S~ores f'or Boys on Initial Phonics Test 
.:.___Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. M~2Diff'. S.E.D. C.R •. 
il Experimental 25 34.32 1.05 5.16 3.•57 2.19 1.63 1 
li Control 16 10.72 1.92 7.4'1 
\I The mean for the experimental group was 34.32 and the mean 
1[ was 30.75 for the control. The critical ratio of 1.63 is 
I not sj;atistically significant. The chances are eighty-eight 
I 
I in one hundred that the difference is a tru.e one in f'avor of 
I 
1 the boys of the experimental group. 
I Table 7 shows the comparison of' the mean scores for the 
I girls o~ the two groups on the initial phonics test. 
Table 7 
I Comparison of' the Mean Scores :for Girls on Initial Phonics Test 
il Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. M~M2Diff'. S.E.D. C.R. 
~I I I Experimental ll 32.73 2.13 6.72 2.85 3.04 .94 . 
~~~ =C=o=n=tr==o=J.==~==2=3===2=9=.8=8====2=.1=8=· ===9=·=36=e~==================-l\ I ; 
I 
I The mean for the experimental group was 32.73 and the mean 
I was 29.88 f'or the control. The critical ratio of' .94 is not 
I statistically significant. The chances are sixty-four in one 
I hundred that the difference is a true one in f'avor of the 
I girls o~ the experimental group. 
II 
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I Tab~e 8 shows the comparison o:f the mean scores for t he 
I 
boys of the two groups. on the final phonics test. 
I Table 8 
I Comparison of the !viean Scores for Boys on Final. Phonics Test 
I Group No. 1 2 Mean S.E.M. S.D. M-M Diff. S.E.D. C .R, •. 
II Experimental 25 
I[ 
I, Control 16 
54.68 
J:0.3.8 
·73 3·57 
.l...a4 7.11 
2.21 
The mean for the experimental group was 54. 68 and the mean 
_ 1 was 50.38 for the control. The critical ratio of 2.21 is not 
The chances are ninety-six in one . I statistically significant. 
I, hundred that the difference is a true one in favor of the boys 
I 
'1 of the experimental group • . 
I Table 9 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
I girls of' the tvro groups on the final phonics test. 
I 
1 Table 9 
I 
l
iComparison of the Mean Scores for Girls on Final Phonics Test. 
1 2 I J..__ Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. M-M Diff. S.E.D. C.R. 
Experimental · 11 56.82 4.60 2.32 
, Control 23 55.22 2.13 9.99 
'I The mean for the experimental group "W8.S 56.82 and the mean 
I 
I 
I was 52.22 for the control. 
I 
The critical ratio of 1.98 is not 
statistically significant. The chances are ninety-six in one 
hundred that the difference is a true one in favor of the 
I II 
•. I 6'7 
II 
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Table 10 shows the comparison of the mean scores forfue 
li boys and girls o:f the e:xperimental. group on the initial 
,
1 
phonics test. 
I 
II 
Table 10 
I 
I 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Boys and Girls of the 
I =====Exp:::::::!!=er=im=en==t.al===G=r=o=u=p=o=n=In===i=t=ia=l==Ph=o=n=i=c=s:::::::T::::e:s:::t=======-1! 
I 
II 
The mean for the girls was 32.73 and the mean was 34.32 for 
i! the boys. II The critical ratio of .67 is not statistically 
I 
,I 
I' 
,I 
,, 
I 
,, 
II 
j, 
I 
significant.. The chances are forty-eight. in one hundred 
that the difference is a true one in favor of the boys of the 
experimental group. 
Table 11 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
boys and girls of the experimental group on t.he final phonics 
test. 
Table 11 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Boys and Girls of the 
Experimental Group on Final Phonics T~st 
Group . No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. MlM2Difi'. S.E.D • 
Girls 11 56.82 ·91 2.89 2.14 1.17 
Boys 22 24.68 ·73 3·57 
CR. 
1.83 
The mean for the girls was 56.82 and the mean was 54.68 f'or 
jl the boys. 
il 
The critical ratio of 1.83 is not st.atist.ical.1y sig-
The chances are ninety-two in one hund.red that the nif'icant. 
II 
difference· is a true one in f'avor of' the girls of' the experi-
mental group. 
Table l.2 shows the comparison of' the mean scores for the 
boys and girls of' the control group on the initial _ phonics 
, test. 
I 
Table 12 
Comparison of' Mean Scores :f'or Boys and Girls of' the 
Control Group on Initial Phonics Test 
Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. ~iff". S.E.D. C.R. 
Girls 23 29.88 2.18 9·36 .87 2.91 ·30 
:I 
I 
li 
Boys 16 30·?% 1.92 Z.47 : 
The mean for the girls was 29.88 and the mean was 30.7'5 for 
1
1 
It the boys. The critical ratio of .30 is not statistical.ly 
significant. The chances are twenty•two in one hundred that 
the difference is a t.rue one in favor of the boys of the 
control group. 
Table 13 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
II 
and girls of the control group on the final phonics test. 1 boys 
II II I, 
II 
II 
Table 13 
li 
i! 
I 
C.R. li 
Comparison o.f Mean Scores for Boys and Girls of' the Control 
Gt-oup on Final Phonics Test. 
Ml~Dif':f'. Group No. Mean S .E .M. S.D. S.E.D. 
\1 Girls 23 56.82 .91 6.44 
- , 
I 3.14 I 
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The mean for the girls was 56.82 and the mean was 50.38 for 
the boys. The critical ratio of 3.14 showed a statistically 
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significant difference in :favor of the gir1s of the control 
group. 
Table 1.4 shows the comparison of the mean scores :for the 
I, 
II boys in reading achievmen t. 
!i Table 1.4 II 
I! II Comparison o:f Mean Scores :for Boys on Reading Achievment Test 
I 
II 
j: I. · · 69 
~~ Group No. !man S.E.Mo S.D. MLM2Diff'. S.E.D. C.R. 
11 Experimental. 25' <f5'.88 2.3]. llo3l. 4.44 3·5'6 1..25' I I control. 1.6 41..44 2.71. 1.0.4? 
I 
The mean :for the experimental group was 45.58 and the mean 
j was 41.44 for the control.. The critical. ratio o:f 1.25 is not 
.1 statistically significant. The chances are seventy-eight in 
li one hun<lred that the diff'erence is a true one in f'avor of' the 
I! boys o:r the experimental. group. 
I\ Table 15 shows the comparison of the mean scores :for the 
girls in reading achievment. 
Table 1.5 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Girls on Reading Ao~ievment Test 
- GrOU;E No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. Ml-n~Dif":f. S.E.D. C.R. 
Experimental. 11. 49.63 l.7J. 6.78 .46 2.75 .17 
Control. 23 20.09 2.1.2 2·23 
The mean :for the experimental gr-oup was 49.63 and the mean 
11 was 50.09 :for the control.. The critical. ratio of .17 is not 
11 
/J statistically significant. The chances are twel.ve in one 
hundred that the difference is a true one in :favor o:f the 
I 
1 girls of the con tro.l group. I 
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Table 16 shows "the comparison. of the mean scores :ror the 
II boys in spelling achievment. 
'I Table 16 
II 
I 
I 
Comparison o:r Mean S~ores :ror Boys on Spelling Achievment Test. 
Group No, Mean S.E.M. S.D. ~Diff. S.E.D. C.R. 
... T 
\ Experimental 25· 24.96 1.60 7.86 8.65 2.80 3·09 
[[ Control 16 16,•3• 2.32 6.88 
'1===========================:::::=::=:::::::========·-=-=-
1 The mean scores :ror t.he experimental group was 24.96 and the 
1 mean was 16.31 for the- control, The critical ratio of 3·09 
jl 
showed a statistically significant di:rferenee· in favor of the 
J1 boys o:r the experimental group. 
Jl 
Table 17 shows the comparison o:r the mean scores :ror the 
1
1 girls in spelling achievment. 
1
1 Table 17 
j1 Comparison o:r Mean Scores :ror Girls on Spelling Achievment Test 
I! · Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. M1M2nitt. S.E.D. C.R, 
'I 
1 Experiment.al. ·93 11 26.73 2.52 
23 23.49 2.38 ll __ c n trol 
==~~========~==~=====;==~========~~-----­\ The mean score :ror the experimental group was 26,73 -and the 
11.16 
I mean was 23,49 :ror the control. 
1: not statistically signi:ricant. 
The critical ratio o:r ·93 is 
The chances are sixty-four in 
il 
li 
one hundred t.ha.t the di:f"ference is a true one in :ravor of the 
girls of the experimental group, 
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Table 18 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
boys and girls of the experimental group in spelling 
achievment. • 
Table 18 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Boys and Girls of the 
Experimental. Group on Spelling Achievment Test 
I, 
,, 
r- - 11 7 
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1 
II 
II 
II Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. Ml~Diff. S.E.D. CR. 
li Girls ll 17.46 1.66 7.25 
I 
8.86 
I 1===B=o~y=s======2=5==2=6=·~3=2==1=.6=, 0====7=e=86=· ====================t 
The mean for the girls was 17.46 and the mean was 26.32 
1 for the boys. The critical ratio of 3·84 showed a statis-
tically significant difference in favor of the boys of the 
experimental group. 
Table 19 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the 
boys and girls of the control group in spelling achievment. 
Table 19 
Comparison of Mean Scores for Boys and Girls of the 
Control Group on Spelling Achievment Test 
Group No. Mean S.E.M. S.D. ~~Diff. S.E.D. C.R. 
Girls 
Boys 
23 23·35 2.37 
15 16.40 2.29 
11.12 6.95 
8.86 
3·30 2.11 
The mean for the girls was 23. 3? and the mean was 16.40 for 
the boys. The critical ratio of 2.11 is not statistically 
-• significant. The chances are ninety-six in one hundred that 
the d:Dfference is a true one in favor of the girls of the 
control group. 
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Chapter IV 
Sturunary ahd Conclusions 
, The purpose of' this study was to evaluate a pl armed 
p rog ram Ln. Yrord anal ys is as it af'f ects: 
1 . Phonetic analys is 
2. Read iP..g a chievment 
3· Spelling achievment 
of thi rd grade pupils. 
A series of' fifty exercises constituted the planned 
prog ram . These exercises were ac'Lrni n istered over a p eriod 
of' ten vreeks . Ten minutes a day were a llotted to vmrd 
analysis vmrk . The e:x:p eriment star ted on De cember 5, 1949 
a n d closed on February 17 , 1950. 
A .honic test consisting of forty items compiled by 
Doris Nason1 v1as g iven to both group s at the s.tart of' the 
experi 1ent . At the close of the experj..ment a s econd phon ic 
' ): 
test ·was admi n istered. This i nc l uded the forty items o±., the 
f i rst test together with an addi r iona l t went y items which 
tested the ten most difficult ·word elements. 
A stc.:ndard r eading test and a ,spelling "'c,est wer e g iven 
at the close of the ex-periment to measure the effectiveness 
of' the materia l on reading and spe lling achievment o 
_1/ Un··:mblished Phon ics Test. 
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The study took p lace in a l are;e indus trial city in east-
1 ern !;Iassachusetts . There were thir t y-six children in the 
I, 
IJ experimental group and thirty-nine children in the control 
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group . The experi..rnental group was a little below average 
mentally and the control group was above aver age a s deter-
mi ned by the Kuhlmann- Anderson Intelligence Test f'or 
Grade III1 • 
_li Published by the Educationa l Test Bureau. 
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Conclu sions 
l<""_ o"- the results of this study as detailed in the anal~rsis 
of da ta, it ".Yould seem that this \i!Ord e11alys,is pi•og r am vra s 
b eneficia l to both the boys and t he g irls in word analysis 
ab ility. It nas observed that the g irls of' the contro l gT·cup 
i mproved ap~Jreciably in ·word analys is 1Hork without having 
been g iven any special emphasis in this area. 
The program af'f'ected the reading scores ver;;r little. 
Ho wever , no reading test was a&ninistered at the begi n11ing 
of' t he prog ram, so no comparison ·was available . It appears 
from this study that t..he boys o:f t . ..he experimental group 
'!ere bene:fi ted more than the g i r ls o:f the same group. 
Signi:fic~t differences were found in favor of the boys 
o:f the experimental group i n s pelling achievment. The results 
:for t..he g irls of the same group , vrhile not Si:.c.."l..tistically 
significant, i.\rere superior~. It YJOuld appear that spelling 
a ch ievment vras improved by this p lw..ned program. 
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Chapter V 
Suggestions f'or Further Research 
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Chapter V 
Sugc;estions f or Further Resem'"'ch 
Conduct an exper~nent using the same exercises f'or the 
s aine le.r:J.Zth of' time 'l.'!i th the f'ollovrilo..g revisions: 
1 . Liore cases 
2... Use of a d i:f:ferent f'or .. 1 of the sar e standard rec.ding 
test at the beginning of the experi.'1lent, so that 
the achievment for the ten vreek period in read i11g 
for both group s mi ght be sho~.'.rn . 
3. Use of a spellw_g test using s i milar wm•d elements 
at the beg iri.,'.'ling of the e:x:per iment, in order that 
growth i_n. spelling achievment for the ten •tree!<: 
period for both gJ•oups might b e shovr.n . 
Tabul a tion of errors made on phonic and spelling 
tests to determi ne ru ... eas for further teaching . 
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Appendix 
Directions for Phonics Test I 
(The words on the childrents papers are not in their vocabularies 
and are not to be pronounced either by the teacher or by the children 
during the test. Unfamiliar words were deliberately chosen in order 
to test the visual transfer of the sounds in the words pronounced. 
While there is no time limit., move along rap idly from one i tern to 
another.) 
Today we are going to play a game with some brand-new words . We 
are going to see how well each of you can hear sounds and then find 
the letters. that make the sounds. 
(Write padlock barberry vegetable on the blackboard.) 
Look at the words on the blackboard. Which one has the same 
. sound at the beginning as ball? 
--------, put a circle around the word that begins like ball. 
(Have one child go to the blackboard and draw a circle around the 
correct word.) 
Now look at the row number one on your paper. Draw a circle around 
the word in rovr one that begins with the same sound as ~. 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the directions.) 
In row two put a c·ircle around the word that begins like s~er. 
Row three--Mark the v1ord that begins like gate. 
Row four--W.ark the word that begins like ladder. 
Row five--~~rk the word that begins like today. 
Row six--Mark the word that begins like yellow. 
Row seven--~~rk the word that begins like kite. 
Row eight--Mark the word that begins like visit. 
Row nine--Mark the word that begins like plant. 
Row ten--Mark the vJOrd that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--I~k the word that begins like third. 
Row twelve--1hrk the word that begins like black. 
Row thirteen--Mark the word that begins like chair. 
Row fourteen--Mark the word that begins like quick. 
Row :fifteen--tlfark the word that begins like white . 
.. 
l 85 (Write these words on the blackboard' harmonigg muskrat bent) 5·. 
Now, listen to the sound you hear at the end of ~. Look at 
the words on the blackboard. \Vhich word rhymes with hat? 
-------, draw a circle around the word that rhymes with ~· 
(Have one child mark the word that rhymes with hat.) 
Look at the words in row 16. Find and mark the word that rhymes 
with .21m• 
Row 17--Mark the word that rhymes with ~· 
Row 18--Mark the word that rhymes with ~· 
Row 19--Ma.rk thw word that rhymes with ill!§.• 
Row 20--Mark the word that rhymes with~. 
This time, listen carefully to the ~i'Ound at the very end of cried. 
Then find on the blackboard (forehead crimson different) the word 
that has the same ending as cried • 
--------, W~k the word that ends with the same sound as cried. 
(Have one child mark the word that has the same final consonant as 
cried. 
Find row 21--Draw a circle around the word that ends like crab. 
Row 22--:Ma.rk the word that ends like fl§:g. 
Row 23--Mark the \'ifOrd that enis like bus,. 
Row 24--Mark tire word that ends like half. 
Row 25--Ma.rk the wo rd that ends like picnic. 
For the rest of the game you will have to listen and look very 
carefully. You are to find the word that begins and ends like the word 
you hear. Which word on the blackboard (figure fault helmet) begins 
and ends like feet? 
(Bne child is to mark the correct word.) 
Look at Row 26. lliiark the word that begins and ends like park. 
(Check individual responses before continuing.) 
Row 27--Mark the word that begins and ends like watch. 
RovT 28--:R,Tark the word that begins and ends like frighten. 
Row 29--Mark the word that begins and ends like dirt. 
Row 30--Ma.rk the word that begins and ends like rock. 
i 86 
Row 31--Mark the wo:rd that beg ins and ends like ~. 
Row 32--Mark the word that begins and ends like bell. 
Row 33--Mark the word that begins and ends like can.d:y. 
Row 34--Mark the word that begins and ends like ~-
Row 35--Mark the word that begins and ends like ~. 
Row 36--Mark the word that begins and ends like marbles. 
Row 37--l.Vle.rk the word that begins and ends like tried. 
Row 38--Iv'Iark the word that begins and ends like sto;n. 
ROv1T 39--Mark thw word that begins and ends like jjg. 
Row 40--Ma.rk the word that begins and ends like ~· 
F'irst Phoni cs Test 
Name-----------------~--~~-Grade---------School-~----------------t~---&7 
1 tranquil ~a~iliar vagabond 
2 matter rapidity separated 
3 ge.yser capitulate petal 
e 4 lick di~~:er V!anderer 
5 deck temperature highway 
6 \Yisdom yatch volcano 
7 gasoline l~olin lariat 
8 ~ault vein weight 
9 document blossom plenti~ul 
10 jonquils drouth bronco 
11 thorough ~avor tattered 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 
13 choice confer classic 
14 guard creak quotation 
15 thistles whirled hatchet 
16 silky remembering napkin 
17 senator department stimulant 
18 specimen caravan · ra.ff'i a 
19 bungalow radius swish 
20 roster struck drydock 
21 crovrd grasp job 
22 ~lutter blood trig 
23 loss bantam lynx 
24 locust hee.rty grief' 
25 piccolo ~antastic benefit 
26 peacock derrick pardon 
27 water workbench lurch 
28 frontier ~rozen tradition 
29 davenport disease protect 
30 rotation remark needlework 
31 claimed glistened glee 
32 bullet ~arewell bushel 
33 cru~didate generally cordially 
34 helium happiness loom 
35 rus ty radish foolish 
36 noodles maxgin measles 
37 dreamed trans~er trampled 
38 stirrup stir clamp 
39 jog jib fig 
40 r ot nicest notion 
Directions for Phonics Test II 
(The words on the childrents papers 8~e not in their vocabularies 
and are not. to be pronounced either by the teacher or by the children 
during the test . Unf'amilair words were deliberatel y chosen in or der 
to test the visual transfer of' the sounds in t..h.e words pronotmced. 
·fu ile there is no time lind t, move a long rapidly from one i tern to 
another .) 
Today vJe are going to play a game with some brand-new words. 
\le are go i ng to see how well each of' you can hear sounds and then 
:find the letters that make the sounds. 
(Vvri te padlock barberry vegetabl~ on the blackboard.) 
Look at the words on ... c.he blackboard. tJhich one has the same 
sound at the beginning as ~? 
--------, put a circle around the vmrd that beg ins like ~· 
(Have one child go to the blackboard and draw a circle around 
the correct ;ord.) 
Now look at the rov·,r number one on your paper. Dravr a circle 
ar ou11d the wor d in row one that begins with the same sound as fall . 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the directions.) 
In ro r t wo put a circle around the word tha t begins like summer. 
Row three--Mark the word that beg ins like gate. 
Row fotw-- .~k the word that begins like l adder . 
Rovr :five-- Mark the word that begins like today . 
Row six--Iv!ark the word that begins like yellow. 
Ro·w· seven--:Mark the word that begins like ~· 
Ro\1 eight--~~k the word that begins like visit. 
Row nine--Mark the word that begins like ]2lant. 
Ro 1 ten--Mark the word that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--Mark the word that begins like third. 
R0\7 twelve--Mark the word tha begins like black. 
Rovt thirteen-- M':l.rk the word that beg ins like c.hair. 
Row f'ourteen--Iviark tthe word that beginslike quick. 
Rov1 f' if'teen--1\l!a.rk the word that begins like ythite . 
Row sixteen--r.~k the word that begins like quiet. 
Row seventeen--Nark the word that beg ins like blaze . 
Rov1 eighteen--Mark ilie word tha~ beg ins like ,gy~. 
Row nineteen--Mark the word that begins like blue. 
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This time, listen to ilie sonnd at ilie very end of cried. The find 
on the blackboard (forehead crimson different) the word iliat has 
ilie same ending sound as cried. 
------, mark the 'I:VOrd iliat ends with the same sot.md as cried. 
(Have one child mark the word that ha s the same final consonant 
as cried.) 
Find Row 20. Draw a circle around the word tJJ.at ends like crab. 
Row 21--Mark the word iliat ends like f.l.ag . 
Row22--Mark the word iliat ends like ~. 
Row 23--WlB.rk the word that ends like haJ.,t. 
Rov,r 24--!v!a.rk the word that ends like picnic. 
Row 25--Ma.rk ilie word that ends like §lab• 
RovT 26--Hark ilie word that ends like grab. 
For the rest of the game you will have to listen and look very 
carefully. You are to find the word that begfns and ends like the 
word you hear. Which ·word on the blackboa,rd figure fault helme~) 
beg ins and ends like ~? 
(One child is to mark the eorrect word.) 
Look at row 27--Mark the word that beg ins and ends like ~· 
(Check individual responses before continuing. ) 
Row 28--Mark the word that beg ins and ends like watch . 
Row 29--~Brk the wor d that beg ins and ends like frighten. 
Row 30--Mark the word that beg ins a nd er...ds like dirt. 
/ 
Row 31--f..lfark the word that begins and ends like ~. 
HO 
Row 32--J.Ifark the word that begins and ends like ~. 
Row 33--Am.rk the word that begins and ends like :Qgll. 
Row 34--rJfark the wor d that beg ins and ends like candy. 
Row 35--Mark the word that begins and ends like hsYD· 
Row 36--Iv.tark the word that begins and ends like D.l.®· 
Row 37--Mark the word that begins and ends like marbles . 
Row 38--t'Ia.rk the· word that begins and ends like tried. 
Row 39---[ark thw word that begins and ends l ike stop . 
Row 40--Mark the "YVOrd that begins and ends like .jig. 
Row 41--1'1ark the word that begins and ends like ng_t. 
ow 42--l\.1ark the v,rord that begins and ends l ike cra:fty . 
Row 4 3--IvJark the word that begins and ends like !1\11· 
Row 44--Mark the word that begins and ends like~· 
Row 45-- Mark the word that begins and ends like net . 
( Write these ·words on the blackboard: <harmonica muskrat lllll.t) 
Now, listen to the sound you hear at the .§l!l of' hat . Look at. 
the words on the blackboard. 'Which vvord rhymes with hat? 
-------, draw a circle arotmd the word that rhymes with hat . 
(Have one child mark the word that r hymes with h~"t·) 
Look at the words in row 46. Find and mark the word that 
rhymes with ~ing . 
Row 4 7--Mark the word that rhymes with ~t. 
Row 48- Mark the word that rhymes wi th ~· 
Row 49- 1Jark the word that rhymes with l!.!J&. 
rtOW 50--t'Tark the word tha t rhymes with ~. 
Row 51--11ark the word that rhymes with~· 
Rovv 52-- Mark the word that rhymes with clock. 
Row 53--I~rk the word that rhymes with~· 
Row 54-- Mark the word that rhymes with thus . 
-
Row 55--Mark the vrord that rhymes with .ring. 
Row 5 6--Ms.rk the TNord that rhymes wi th chant 
Row 57--M9.rk the word that rhymes with l ocket 
R OVl 58- -:Ma.rk the word that rhymes with £.S:!l• 
Row 59- -Mark the word that rhymes with fuss . 
-
Row 60--Ma.rk the word that rhymes wit h t hirut . 
9 
Second Phonics Test 
Kame------------------------Grade--------School-----------------~-----
"" J. tranquil :familiar vagabond i.6 quarrelsome guide cream 
2 matter 
geyser 
luck 
5 deck 
6 wisdom 
rapidity separated 
capitulated petal 
di:f:fer wanderer 
temperature highway 
yacht volcano 
17 break:fast blunder raise 
18 quotient guess crafty 
drapery 19 brilliant bloss.om 
20 crowd grasp job 
21 :flutter blood tug 
7 gasoline kaolin lariat 22 loss bantam lynx 
8 :fault vein weight 23 locust hearty grie:f 
9 document blossoms plentiful 24 piccolo fantastic benefit 
10 jonquils drouth bronco 
11 thorough favor tattered 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 
13 choice confer classic 
14 guard creak quotation 
15 thistles whirled hatchet 
25 slender clasp crib 
26 crisis gratitude drab 
27 peacock derrick 
28 
29 
30 
water workbench 
frontier frozen 
davenport disease 
pardon 
lurch 
tradition 
protect 
31 rotation remark needlework 46 
32 
33 
34 
w-35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
claimed glisteneg glee 47 
I 
bullet 'farewell bumel 48 
candidate generally ;cordially 49 
helium happiness l•om I 
I 
rusty radish 'fool:fh 
' 
noodles margin me$les 
dreamed trans 'fer ~amp led 
stirrup stir clam 
jog jib 'fig 
rot nicest notio: 
credulous happily ~redulous 
but nearest num'lt' 
basketball properlyeautifully 
accident naughties 
I 
I 
I 
nebulous 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
I 93 
silky 
I 
remembering napkin 
senator department stimulant 
specimen caravan ra:ff'ia 
bungalo·w radius swish 
roster struck drydock 
bathroom bonanza apart.ment 
clatter shamrock thick 
citizen librarian mirac le 
thimble Columbus crush 
reason harvesting cousin 
champion immigrant student 
lancer slick burdock 
pagan camel denizen 
business alumnus radish 
thimble rumbling rosin 
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SPELLI NG TEST 
1 . Bobby saw the clmvns do funny tricks . 
2 . v!e went to visit Grandfather at his ranch . 
3· The children gave the balloons t o the little baby. 
4. The boy started to clean his coat . 
5• What ·t.ime did you awake this morning . 
6. The boys found the pennies on the street. 
7. Billy i s the funniest boy in the room. 
3. The string was hanging loosely from the box. 
9. The lovely little girl was walking slowly to the svnng . 
10. Please bring me the box with the dented side . 
.- -_, 
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